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The hypothesis which Michael Michaely (1977) wanted to test, as have many
others before him, was that ‘a rapid growth of exports accelerates the economy’s
growth.’ He complained that his predecessors in this task had erred because
they correlated the growth rate of national product with the growth rate of
exports and, ‘since exports are themselves part of the national product, . . . a
positive correlation of the two variables is almost inevitable, whatever their
true relationship’ [Michaely (1977, p. 50)]. His point is well take:n; unfortunately,
his test commits the same error. In this note, we show the error and provide a
correct empirical test of the hypothesis,
The GNP (Y) ofany country is identically equal to the sum of its domestically
pm!xed.
internal &A demand (8’) and its exports (A’)?

(1)

Y=F+X.

‘With derivative.3and some mauipulation, this identity can be converted into an
identity relating growth rates:
y-p

=

Cl-(xlY)lcf-.P)+(X/Y)(~-P),

where each lower-case letter represents the per annum growth rate of the
corresponding capital-letter symbol and p is the population growth rate.’
Michaely’s criticism, seen in eq. (2), is that any change in the rate of growth
‘F is usually written out as (C+I+G-M),
but the components are not important here.
We do Gssume, for simplicity, tha.t no imports are exported, either as tina. goods themselves
or enkodkd in lacer-stage output.
2Azl variables are here shown in per capita form, because Michaely does, but this is not
essenrial to the argument.
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of per capita exports (x--p) will change the output growth rate (yd& in the
:rame ,direction even if it aquses no chmge at all in the growth rate of the other
~zon~ponentsof output u-p). He suggests that the appropriate test is to correlate the growth rate of per capita output (y-p) with the growth rate of the
&are of exports in the national product (x-y). But eq. (2) can be easily re~writtenas a slightly different identity, ‘embodying (x-y) as a linear component:
P--P =

v-P)+l

wq(x-y).

_(*/y)

(3)

Unfortunately, Michaely’s criticism also applies to his olwn test. Any change in
the growth rate of the export share of output (x-y) will change the outuut
growth rate b--p) in the same direction even if it causes no change at all in the
growth rate of the otiter components of output cf-p).
Since what we *areinterested\ in is knowing how the growth of exports is
related to the growth of the nonexport companents of output, the correct
correlation is between (x-p) and (f-~).~ We use Michaely’s data on average
per annum powth rates between 1950-1973 and his sampb of 41 LDCs.” The
coefEcient of the Spearman rank correllation between (x-p) axid (f-p) is
0.452,’ which is not only signi&ant at the one percent level but quite a bit
higher than MichAy’s spurious correlation (of 0.380).
Paralleling Michaely’s investigation, we also separated the sample into the
‘richer’ and ‘poorer’ LDCS.~ The rank correlation coefficient is 0.568 for the
richer group and 0.097 for the poorer group. This supports Michaely’s finding
that a minimum threshold of developmen&is needed before export growth and
economic growth are associated,
Finally, Michaely examines the correlation between the per capita output
growth rate and the Zeuel(as opposed to the rate of change) of the export share
of GNP. This is also .an inappropriate correlation, for Michaely’s ‘own reason,
as reference to eq. (3) demonstrates.’ But the correlation coef&ent between
(x-p) and V-p) is 0.578 for the 28 countries with a mean export share (X/Y)
below 23 percent and is -0.O22 for the 13 countries with higher mean export
&ares. 8
“Note two phrasesin this sentence.ti, ‘is related to’ does not mean causes. AnIdtmo,
‘the correct correlation’ does not mean the correct test of a causative relationship.
‘?he variables we use am readily derived from those givm~in tabfe 1 of Mictiely (1977,
p. 51.k
51dentkal to the correlatiou coefkient to tbrce decimal ykes.
691redividing line is $300 per capita output. We wet;: unable to locate Mich;~lyP1972 data
and uxd 1973 [I.B.R.D. (1976,~~. 496ff.)].As a. result, them are:24 cmntrk in the ‘richer’
sarq?le (as opposmi to MME&>%23).
‘Also, Michaely’s reported cmfkient of rank correlation is incorrect. It should be -0.034,
quite iiI@&ant (nut the sign&ant -0.326 he reqmts {p. 52)).
“T&eraolr mrrehtion cm&tit
betwxm (x-~1) and u-,p) is even higher, 0,,741,for tfne14
counties of the sample with the lowe& expor’~sbmes.
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‘Ihis sugge:sbs that export and nonexport.~output growth rates are most ‘highly
correlated - and only significantly correlate;d - for the relatively rich LDCs with
10~ export shares. But the reason the data imply this is that there are seven quite
unusual observations in the sampled 41 countries; thesli: seven. recorded, over
195O-ZJ73: l(i) annual growth rates of exports per capita above 7 percent; (ii)
anmu~.Igrowth rates of nonexport-output per capita above 3* percent; (iii)
1972 ‘GNPpr capita above $300, largely as a result of(i) and (ii); and (iv) mean
export shares bellow23 percent, despite (i) and partly becruse of (ii’,.Studies like
this may really be just telling us that ,the growth rates and development patterns
since World War II of Greece, Israel, Portugal, South Korea, Spain, Taiwan,
andJYugoslavia are very diRerent from the other 34 countries in the sarmple.
Then again, they may be saying something about the less spectacular development process of the other 34 countries. For them, higher growth rates of exports
did not mean lower growth rates of domestically produced output for internal
final demand (the rank correlation coefficient between (X--I)) and cf-p) for
these 34 is still positive, O.i70),. Could exports be that free lunch economists
have long sought ?
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